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ROYS

MRS. KUBENA WINS
LAND CONTEST BEFORE
25
SECRETARY OF INTERIOR

NEW MEXIC

O, THURSDAY,

OCTOBER

1919.

25,

SATURDAY'S PROGRAM

I

No.

IÍIKLS WELFARE BOARD
READY TO ACCEPT
CHARGES NOVEMBER 1st,

GROCER

SENTENCED

FOR SELLING SPIKED
LEMON EXTRACT

lull Members will Exhibit Samples
Morning devoted to preparing and judging exhibits.
Fhjro Zlto Is Fined 1100 and Given 0
of Work Produced and ComA decision of the Secretary of the
Da j s In Jail, But Sentence Is
Girls'
The
Welfare
which
was
Board
Xoon Everybody eat Beans.
pele for Prizes
Interior regarding the contest or
by the last Legislature to caie
Deferred Until Jan. 1.
created
Afternoon program to begin at 1:30'
Agnes It. Kubena vs. Delia iMeyer
for
the
delinquent
girls
&
of
Hoys
state,
Girls Carson, is
The members of the
the
Parade of club members.
at band, in which the secPietro Zito who runs a grocery and
finding that its funds for the remainClubs of this part of the County will retary
holds for- cancellation the
Athletic contests between ctubs and members.
der of this fiscal y ar are now avail candy store at 301 South First.plead-e- d
have their inning on Saturday at .homestead eptry
of Mrs. Carson This
Club Tledge, songs, etc.
guilty in the federal court today
able, is now ready to begin In work.
Mountainair, when. their annual Faif case has run
the guant'et on appeal
'ctment charging him with
Short talks of Club Work by Prof. S. W. Parton and Mr. C. E. Bigelow.
The Board has purchased a cottage'0 an
will occur. At this time they wil of
all the powers from the local Land
lemon extract" containing
in Albuquerque which will serve as !8elllllg
have on exhibit ampies of their work Office
by County Club Leader
Short
talk
at Santa Fe ta the Secretar.
a temporary Home for the girls until over 76 Per c;nt alcohol to Indians.
in the Sewing, Cooking, Gardening,
Awarding of prizes by County Agent
of the Interior, in each case the con
the state is able to provide a perman- - He was sentenced to 63 days in the
Canning and Fanning Clubs, as well
Awarding of Achievement Pins (to be supplied)
tention of Mrs. Kubena being upheld.,.
as some of the livestock which they
lent institution. The cottage has been Be"111!1 county Jail and fined
On September 14, 1917, Mrs Carsoi
judging
Bread
Pig
judging
and
demonstrations.
furnished and equipped and will be and costs. Upon the payment of the
have been growing. Various priz s
application
made
to
enter
land
the
open for the reception of girls from fine the jail sentence is deferred until
have been offered to the ones excelin question, simultaneously with Mrs.
lanuary 1.
ling in each department and no doubi.
the first of November of this year.
REGISTRATION
OF
FERVENT PLEA FOR
On March 7, 1918, Mrs. KuKubena.
Laura Wales of Las Vegas pleaded
Miss Agnes Maynard, of New York,
he competition will be keen.
BIRTHS AMI DEATHS
LEAGUE OF NATIONS
filed contest against the entry
bena
guilty
to a double charge of engaging
the
In connection with the Fair,
has been employed as Superintendent
of Mrs. Carson, alleging, in substance,
I.
TT
retailing
liquor without payment
in
will
hold
businessmen of Mountainair
The regulation recently adopted I y
lKe "ome. sne is a Trained Kurse
Washington, Oct. 21. In an ad- prior settlement upon the land and.
.if
special
Day,
at
the
federal tax, and of vioAnnual
Bean
their First
the State Board of Health for the dress during the debate on the and a Trained Social Worker, with
disqualification
the
entrywoma.n
to
of
lating
Mann
to
act. On the fir.t
the
hosts
be
will
the
eight
they
years of experiencj In theJuwhich time
registration of births and deaths,and League of Nations, Senator A. A
make entry by reason of marram, A
30 days in the
given
harge
which
was
she
A
may
at
come.
dinner
who
all
the disposal of the dead, are now in Jones, of New Mexico, made a fer- - venile Court and Girls' Home Pt
hearing was ord"red befire the loca1
county
jail
fined $3 0 a d
Luna
and
1,,lu'
the niece de resistance will be
Hawail- and has, during the past
Blank forms and instructions Tent plea for the adoption of the peace
' Means." in various
forms, will be lT. S. Commissioner. ;ml upon the have been placed in the hands of the treaty and the league covenant. In year, been studying the best methorls ?osts, and on the second charge shj
evidence" deiuced at that time, ths
spread free to all comers. The menu
local, health officer, from whom they concluding his address, Senator Jones of dealing with delinquent girls in oné was sentenced to swerve one ytar in
augmented by other Santa Fe Laid Office ifQo'als found may be obtained by the public.
is sufficiently
of the leading New York organiza- the Luna county jail.
said:
i itinera.,
Ten Indictments
that it will not be monoto in favor'of the contestant. On aptions.
The salient points of the regulatreaty
"This
She comes to New Mexico
is before us for final
peal this- decision was sustained by
After little more than two day's
nously "beany."
tions are as follows:
action. The responsibility resting up- with the .finest recommendations, and
the Commissioner at Washington.
Deaths From now on, no body on us has been equaled only by that the Board feels that it has secured work the federal grand jury turned
From this decision an, appeal was in...
LAND CONTEST CASE
shall be buried or otherwise disposed which weighed so heavily when by the services of an expert in this very in ten indictments and one no bill
stituted by the contestee to the Secyesterday afternoon.
of unless a permit therefor has been lour votes the United States of Ameri- - difficult and delicate line of work.
retary
of the Interior. From the Sectatestimony-waOne of the indictment; was the reLast Thursday,
issued by the local health officer or ca dedicated her resources' and the
As thre has
no inrtitvt'on of
retary's decision, we quote as
ken before the local U. S. Commishis representative. To obtain this flower of her manhood to the preser- - this nature in New Mexico in the pat, sult of moonhiniig. ad all th
thers announced were the result of
sioner in the case of Geo. S. Campbell
nermit. a death certificate must first vation of rleinnrrntip fiviiitinn
rtnnrri
uc- men. lucic may.. v.
Lts a
wx fooio
' .wjwvyn. uoltlip
'
iww tv,nt
"PnntpH nut's o so or íe
ny stated, is
vs. Anna Wiliams, involving the east
be nled wjth the ,ocal hcaUh offlcer sources measured in billións, the pro- - number of girls in the state who, loth alleged violations of the lederal liquor
She settled upon the land Novem- .,
laws in one phase or another.
arc r duct of toil mi aa,.rifW
m,.i
half of section eleven, township two that
the umlprtakpr ftr nfirson in
vvi """ men fnr iuwi umi ojucs uiiu luí me tUKt:
1S
,n
0,1
a
tent
resi"'"g
tlie
J. E. McDonald
B.
C.
range
Barker
five east.
north,
and Tom Duke
,of the body, which certificate must be way across the mighty Atlantic; In of their communities should be in the
aw
J,
on
same
hection
and
the,
conwere
appearing
indicted on the charge of operfor the
of Santa Fe
made upon the fom suppijeu- Dy the millions of homes mothers with deft care of the Board, and the law on the
testant and P. C. Rodey of Albuquer- date she posted notices upon trees on state
Health fingers piled thé neédre ánd Consecra- - subject is quoted here, so that all may ating a still in Luna county.
of
commissioner
John Stalick of Gallup, a former
que for the contestee. The testimony the land . of her claim to the tracts throueh the local health
officers, , and ted their handiwork with- iWniino.
.
, ,
.
.
uumum uj. me tUUl ...
i
"
IS U CI
"o
keeper, was indicted on s'x
saloon
was taken in shorthand by Claud, Hut-t- o
oa'" .must give all the facts as to the tears. Millions of American sons bade such girls,
"t".
un aer i wo minor cunaren ex- - death being stated by th3 attend'ng farewell to those most dear and
counts,
and charging him with failof Albuquerque. After being tran- inn
"The District Courts may, in their
for one night, until November physician, if there was one., and if not, fered lives full of hopé and promise
ure
pay
to
the special "dry" state tax
scribed the testimony will be .sent to
discretion, commit to the said Board
the Register and Receiver of the U. S. 23, 1914, at which time she moved in- - by the health officer, justice of the to the service of their country. Seven- - as wards of the Court, for terms not of 11000 imposed by the federal govLand Office at Santa Fe for decision. to a house which sho had placed on peace or other proper of'ficial actin?
thousand sleep the everlasting exceeding the minority of such girh ernment, and the other five accusing
SE
Section 8, and has re?id"d ina a onrnnor
hpnonth
him of selling drinks to different Insleen
tho anA nt Wooto,!
The testimony of the contestant the
.,
..
.
.
........
jguis uuuer uie age or eighteen years
tuunHuunoi, 'M" ttu
showed that there had been no ImBirths Births must be registered F rance, other thousands maimed In who have been convicted of felonies dividuals after July 1. No bill was
found against Mrs. Frances Stalick
provement nor cultivation of the land that since her setthnrnt upon th3 wth the local health officer or his! body or weakened in mind during ieS8 than murder or
of misdeniea-lan- d of
she has also placed thereon a representative within ten days by the future years will mingle with their jn0rs,
Gallup.
in question.
are'
That of the contestee
or who
incorrigible
150 physician, midwife, and if there be fellows living reminders of sacrifice Lf.
fenced and cross fenced
Mike Asimos was indicted for b ng
...
showed that she had been employed'
i.iuic wiiii nueves, or vicious or llil- ing "sotol" a Mexican liquor, from
by the Federal Food Administration acres, planted ah orchard of 150 trre, neither, then by the parent, upon the made in harkening to their country's jmoral persons or
who are growing up
75
acres,
below the border into this state.
of which she has form supplied by the State Commis- - call. One hundred times, yea, twice lu
from April to December, 1918; that cleared
ialeness or frequent places ofpro-sio- ner
'
Mrs. Max Frkovich and Georee
of Health throu3h the local one hundred times, 75,000 of other titution or whn Wf)llflor
t,
she was unable to hire anyone to cultivated 35 acres.
B1M.
It appears that contestee purchased health officer.
both of Gallup, were charg d
s
must te lads lie moldering in untimely graves.
build a house for her on account of
riM,,,f
the prevalence of the Spanish Influ- the .improvements upon said land registeren Dotn as births ana a iviiuions oi moiners, sisters, wives cupation, or who habitually use vile, with failure to take out the special
"dry" state tax imposed by the fed
deaths, and burial permits must be, and innocent prattling children have obscene, vulgar,
enza and the awful weather; and that from Rachel Cur.on, her mother-in-laprofane or indecent
í or
i
li
f
a
f
n
no
nlWnínnfl
liinifrnn
ran
ra
ti
f
nf
government. Albuquerque
on
or about June 12, 1914, whic'i
she has been in the hospital and had
language m public places, or who eral
,
,
,
,
. .
m.
i
g
consisted, among other th'ngs, of a
"lcgiucouiiic
me juchi neaiin oincer must inane
undergone three operations
ueuiunus ui habitually
violate the Compulsory
We hear the voices of
up her work" af tlVeFederal 'Food small uníluAitabie 'Üdíi!?e. On sa'd and retain a copy of each birth and starvation.
School Law, or who are guilty of imdate contestee placed a tent inside death certificate, and on the tenth of these hovering spirits calling. Do they moral
Administrator's
office in
conduct in public places
OUR PACKER KAISERS
said house and resided therein the each month must forward all original tall in vain? What words of comfort Girls under the age
of eighteen years
nights of June. 12 and 13. June 14 birth and death certificates to the have we for loved ones left behind? shall be
tried upon misdemeanor
"Instead of courting the packer you
she was married to one Carson an I State Commissioner of Health at San- - Shall they face a future dark with im- - charges only in
5I7 POINOS OF BEANS PER
the District Courts of
Auto-1
iiave
pending
of
fought him," said Packer Ar
Fe
ta
inclouds
wil1
other
who
wars?
on
permanently
bind,
the last mentioned date she moved
ACRE IN SPITE OF HAIL
the State, and no complaint shall lie
mour to the delegation of 45 Kansas
to her husband's home some distanci dex aml l,reserve these records. The cracies have disintegrated; republics or any such case
be tried against
Henry Houston has delivered his from the land, removing her property permanent local record will be filed have been erected. Their peoples said girls in the Courts of the Justice ivestock men, as he banged his fist,
on the table.
plead for existence. Are our hearts
"Now, let's see how
beans to market, and reports having from the house and leaving same In with the city or county clerk.
of the Peace."
"
'turned
anyou
to
our
stone?
far
get
What
shall
will
with it; you will be
an
uninhabitable condition. Thereafharvested 23,838 pounds of frijoles
It will be seen from this quotation,
'
May
God
give
wisdom
us
3
be?
back
in
here
jswers
crying your
months
ter,
on
November 19, 1914, cant?st e
from 42 acres. He says that a por
that any citizen of the state who syes
my
to
aright
prayer."
is
decide
out
over
price
hogs, for
the
of
JUNK
tion of his crop was badly hurt by the moved a house upon the land in conwishes to make complaint against hogs
going
are
down."
And
he
troversy
and she and her bust and
hail, that his average yield was cut
any girl under eighteen with a view
might
"The
war's
have
over;
added
packers
junk
let's
the
the
Red
down perceptibly in this manner. He have lived thereon since Faid t'me. It
to securing her commitment to tin's
p TFCI'Mi'lIil
Cross " was a thnimhtlu nnn.n.i.
ready to fill their cellars.
WÍVÍ
also has good corn, oats and wheat, is admitted by Mr. Carson that at the
sll0U,d tae ,he matter UP tU
Bo"d
an
OF OIL EXCITEMENT
equally
thoughtless
"Tremble
and obey," the former
individual.
time
he and his wife moved on the
besides pumpkins, turnips,, etc,
,rectly with the District Court which
If we can "junk" the thousands of
Kaiser used to write at the end of his
land, on November 19, 1914. In saw
alone has power
i t; ;nV.
The manifestoes. How like the
Tucumcari, N. M., Oct. 21. The
Kaiser
Ahe tent of Mrs. Kubena thereon and maimed and cripple American sol- FINE RUN'CH OF MARES
Board
will
care
for
such iris, edu- - our packers are getting.
McGee well of the Tucumcari Oil &
diers:
observed some of her claim 'notices
in eVerv
!ilte ttlld ,rahl them' and
is
If we- can "InnU"
And, behold, the price of hogs has
.... iUmv v nivi mu - 'Gas Co.nnanv
C. S. Messinger last week brought posted on trees u'pon
r
' now drillingo t 9 ' MS case where
the land. The
reis
it
possible,
try
to
top
upper
sands
eet
who
of
in
lropped
are
and
the
to the lowest point in 2 years,
penniless, jobless and
the
in as flue a bunch of mares as was cultivation and improvements
store them to their communities betimd3
and bacon is selling at CO cents in
ever seen here. They are heavy work by him on behalf of his wife durin? without a future, as a result of their Pennsylvania limestone, having
ter physically, mentally and morally town.
'
ed through 470 feet of Triasslc, com- to their country's cause;
mares, young and will give good
the time they were absent were mereIf we can "junk" the agonizing cries posed of sandstone and shale, and than when they were committed to
It is a long lane that knows no turn
on the investment both in work ly nominal, and there is testimony
Its care. The girls will be treated
in of distress and suffering
1,530
ing,
through
next
permian,
of
runs the homely phrase. Here
feet
that reaches
and as breeders. This is the kind of the record which indicates that a part
kindly and given all the privileges is one
us
from
composed
of
other
sandstone,
and
red
shores;
shale
that is going to be turned soon.
slock, our people need on the farms, of the cultivation was
compatible with the objects for which
done for th?
an
can
"junk"
occasional
.we
thin
of
strata
the
of
and
thousands
salt
and he is finding ready sale for them. benefit of the mother-in-lathey are placed in this care and with
while she mothers, wives, children and
other dc- - also, in the same formation, 375 feet
was claiming the land, as some pota
pendents of American soldiers;
of limestone and 200 feet of brown the responsibility of the Board for BEAN FROM (LIFT
MORE MEANS ANO HAIL
toes in question were admittedly
If we can "junk" thousands of new- - shale. They have gone through the their safekeeping.
DWELLING SPROCTS
planted by Carson during such t
The members of the Board are as
ine. born babies, whose very lives depend permian and through about 65 feet of
LIKE ANY OTHER
I. Q. Fiarnos! has just threshed and
Under all the facts and circumstan
apon proper care (being taught bVlark
Pennsylvania, limestone and follows:
sold his crop of beans, grown on 55 ces
disclosed by the record, it is the he Red Cross) ;
MRS. FELIX BACA, Chairman
hale.
acres. These were damaged severely opinion of
During a vacation trip among the
the opinion of the Depart
MRS.
RUPERT F. ASPLUNI), Vic
If
we can "junk' the thousands of
At 2,030 feet they struck gas and
by the hail befor they had matured, ment
crumbling
cliff dwellings of Arizona,
that Mrs. Carson lost whatever A.merican soldiers and
Chairman.
sailors still jn then drilled through 25 feet of liine- but in spiti of this he had 21,900
it was one man's good fortune to
sue acquired ly her settlement servPe;
'
stone with oil saturation, estimated to MISS ISABEL EC K LES, Secretary
pounds, or about 4)0 iouiuis ." per on
stumble upon a small cave, hitherto
the land by the abandonment there
we
If
can "junk" the welfare of our contain 7 per c:nt paraffin oil, the MRS. JAN VANHOUTEX
acre. Enough for a few meals
unopened. Dislodging the bowlders
of for more than five months
Tn own families;
slush at the same time showing rain- - MRS. JOSE BACA.
that
had .blocked the entrance for
view of such finding, all content'ons
'
If we can "Junk" the spirit that bow colors.
quiet
centuries, he was greeted by
urged by contestee upon this appeal mobilized 10,000,000 children
under
The
'th customary sitting skeletons. His
FINAL PROOFS
sensational report spread
SH01LD DRIVE ('ARK.
are resolved against her. The act of the banner of the Junior Red Cross;
broadcast last Friday, according to H.
really important find, however, was
FULLY NEAR SCHOOLS
June 6, 1900 (31 Stat., 685), removed
In short, if we can "Junk" human-- . T. McGee, was unfounded and re- On Tuesday of this week testimony made when he pried off a slab of rock
Autolsts are warned to drive slowly the disqualification resulting from ity if we can turn deaf ears to suf- gretted, but this does not lessen the was heard before the local U. S. Corn-fa- that sealed a pocket in the wall. He
marriage, but the right of a wonmi fering the world over
in the vicinity of the school grounds,
that the showing made Is very missioner in three final proof cases, found .beans. They were fine, large
who had settled upon public land and
Then we can "Junk" the Red Cross! encouraging.
to avoid accidents. Albuquerque has
James A. Cluff offered testimony on beans, too, all clinging together in a
Are you a junker?
"When we first started drilling, our his additional entry, using J. L.
just witnessed two fatal accidents the thereafter married to complete entry
solid mass that seemed to indicate
past week due to careless driving, of such land under the homestead
calculated it would be tain and W. F. Bartell as witnesses., the decay of the receptacle that once
SET YOUR CLOCK HACK
necessary to drill between 4,000 and Mrs. Mary L. Voss showed her right had held them.
At his touch all
and our people should take warning laws, is subject to al! the require- of those laws us to resid nee
nients
upon
to
14,200
too,
called
feet. Now we expect to make to an additional entry by B It. Vos disintegrated save two. These he care
are
we,
before
tbe!an(l while said act was retroactive in
r
the oil sand at between 3,000 and and J. N. Hollon. Aron G. Braswell fully docketed, carried to his home
hold a funeral. The fact that
o clock, all clocks are to he turn-- , 3 200
feet." says McGee.- - Silver City closed his bet with Uncle Sam by us- - .and planted. One grew, and is said
school erounds are not fenced, leads the matter of removing the disquali- - at
0(1 ,)a(;k ,me hour ftnd in lhc fu,ure
Independent.
be today the ancestor of big,
some to rush their cars right up location resulting from inarriage.Jt
ing. Merlin Shofner and L. A. Ains-;- o
l,lie c'onnlry will run on God's Ume,
''
ínUiatP,i
not
revive'á
claim
thy'
beans that are declared by many
i
iunu.--nl Itv. OlVJ'n
j
l
"
playing children. If funds are aval!- - to entrywoman'g marriage and there- - instead of Wilson's time. Wilson had
James P. Ferguson offered final rteedmen to be of a new variety.-iila- Poppower to change the time, but
Raatus was up for horse stealing. proof on his homestead today before
Mechanics.
able, the school grounds should bf) after lost by reason of., actual a'an-- . the
to
keep it changed.
not
fenced and the cars be kept off the jdonment of the land. See Hastings
Thi judge asked: '.'Are you guilty or the local commissioner, using J".' A.
and Dakota Ry. Co. V. Buckentln
not guilty?" The negro rolled uneasi- - Rogers and M. D. Parks as witnesses.
Bchool grounds.
(30 L. D., 525).
ly in his chair. "Well, boss," he flnal- (S'gred)
,
Teacher: "What is an alibi?"
No error appearing, the decision of
ALEXANDER T. VOGELSANG ly said, "aint dat the very thing we're ' If 'ytnv would be happy let the other ''Bright" Boy:
'"Being somewhere
Men flutter merely to protect
""
fellow do the' worrying.
where you a int."
from women who flirt.
First Assistant Secretary, about lo find out?"
the Commissioner is affirmed.
(
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THE MOUNTAINAIR INDEPENDENT
1IEIT THE CENNl'8 EM'MERATOK tor's bouse gas or electric light?"
Now, that looks like an effort to
SMILES
find out whether or not the farm famWhen the census enumerator comes ily has the modern home comforts
around to the farm shortly after Jan- and It Is Just that, but It means someuary 1st. next year, he will ask some thing more than mere Inqulsltiveness.
Burdette says: "Man that is mar
questions that may sound like pry- Several months ago, when the Bureau rled to woman Is of many daya and
ing into the purely personal affairs
the farmer. Now, the farmer,
man,
like every other
affairs
private
dislikes having his
peeped into and unless he thinks
about this thing in advance, may have
a disposition to be unresponsive if
not actually resistant.
In actual fact, every question that
the enumerator will ask Is an essential question and has a direct bearing on the personal welfare and prosperity of the individual farmer as
well as upon the advancement of the
agriculture of the Nation as a whole.
When the Bureau of the Census decided to take the farm census in January instead of in April, It did so
upon the advice of the United States
The
of Agriculture.
Department
farmer is less likely to be very busy
in January than at the spring plant-.n- g
and breeding season, and his products and live stock are in better
shape for statistical treatment. Also
?very new question and there are a
number of them inserted in the agricultural schedule was placed there
after consultation with the Department of Agriculture and for the purpose of clearing up some specific situation in which the Department of
Agriculture is trying to aid the farmer.
Here are some questions that will
be asked: "Do you own all of this
farm?" "Do you rent from others
part but not all of this farm?" "Do
you rent from
others all of this
farm?" "If you rent all of this farm
what do you pay as rent?" "If you
own all or part of this farm, was
there any mortgage debt or other encumbrance on the land owned on
January 1, 1920?" "What was the
total amount of debt or encumbrance
on land on this farm owned by you,
of

January

1, 1920?"

"What th Sam Hill," you may inquire, "has the Government got to
do with how much money I owe on
my land?" Well, two of the things
to which the Department of Agriculture has been giving deepest thought
during the past several years are
farm tenancy and rural credits. The
past three censuses have shown an
increase in the number of tenants.
Alarmists have felt and said that
the country is going to the
by the landlord route. The Department of Agriculture, however, looked
into the matter as well as it was able,
and refused ,to be alarmed. Where it
was able to make surveys it discovered that while the number of tenants 25
years old was greater in 1910 than in
1900 or 1890, the number of tenants
45 years old was considerably smaller in 1910 than in 1900 or 1890.
The inference is that tenancy is a
step toward ownership, that the young
fellow who becomes a tenant farmer
when he marries, say, is likely to be
a farm owner before his first child is
grown the farm paid for and the
money that used to go to pay off the
mortgage available for sending the
children to college.
Now, to the Department of Agriculture, that looks like a thoroughly
normal, healthy, and beneficial process. To just the extent that tenancy
leads to farm ownership, it is a good
thing for the country and for the individual.
But it has not been possible to get
survey of the
a complete, natiou-wid- e
census
forthcoming
situation. The
doing
that.
opportunity
for
offers the
enevery
answer
the
will
farmer
If
umerator's questions fully and fairly
the Department of Agriculture will
have the data from which to analyze
the situation accurately and to determine what things can be done to best
advantage to help the tenant in his
aspiration to become a farm owner.
One of the directions that aid may
cake is encouragement of rural credits
finding all of the ways possible of
nelping the young farmer to get the
money that he may need to borrow.
It is necessary, therefore, to know
what proportion of farmers who advance from tenants to owners have
to borrow money to make the change,
and how much, in proportion to total
value of the farms bought, they have
to borrow.
The road toward ownership does
not necessarily start with tenancy. A
great many farm owners were first
farm hands, then tenants, then owners
with mortgage, then owners debt free.
The census will show, if the questions are answered fairly, how many
years, if any, every farmer worked
for wages; how many years he was
a tenant; and how many years he has
been an owner. The Department
of Agriculture will have the basic Information it needs to help men to success in farm ownership.
Here are some other questions that
will be asked: "Has this farm a
"Is water pipel lr'.o th
operator's house?" "Has ths opera
bow-wo-

of Farm Management was in process
jf reorganization, the Secretary of
called a conference of
Agriculture
social workers, and
schools,
of
heads
over the country.
all
from
others
When the people were assembled In
Washington, he asked their opinion as
to the most useful thing that could
be done by the Office of Farm Mane
agement. For a whole day those
discussed the matter. JuEt before
night, with a score of items on the
ballot, they took a vote. The work
of promoting the comfort and convenience of the farm home received
an overwhelming majority of the

In the morning he

full of trouble.
mg, Ufuo.u, u
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It vanisneth and no one
that
knoweth whither it goeth.
is told.

i

Al'CTIOXEER
To Those who want to sell and buy:
I am now prepared to take care of
all the auction work In this part of
the country and as to my ability, I
nave had ten years real experience;
'haTe cried
tnrouh Missouri,
u duct, iiiiiivio tiu t v n u, ai ft
I
tee satisfaction and my prices are
rea80nabje. Wrlte or phone me for
dates at my expense.
WM. F. FARRELL.
Estancia, N.M.
Phone 66; Box 115.
-..
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Kodaks

-

hdtit

Pens - Hash lights

A New Line of Eastman Kodaks and Box Cameras. We
carry a fall line of Eastman Films, Shacffer's Fountain Pens,
Daylo Flash lights and Batteries. New stock of patterns and f
1
fresh Bulbs and Batteries.

,..

Amble's Pharmacy

"He riseth up. clothed In the chilly
garments of the night, and seeketh
the somnambulent paragoric whereFor good Gasoline Engine Oil go
with to soothe his infant posterity.
to J. C. Williams' "garage.
"He cometh down aa the horse or
and lrnwth thA rhnrint of hi off- nr
I
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
L
,nR He Bpendeth hla Bhekels ln
cover
to
fine
linen
of
the purchase
Department of the Int rlor
the bosom of his family, yet himself U. S. Land Office
at Santa Fe, N. M.
is seen in the gate of the city with
October 11, 191.
one suspender.
given
hereby
Notice
is
that Juan T.
votes.
"Yea, he is altogethei wre,ched."
Ballejos, of Mountainair, N. M., who,
That, then, is one of the things tbat
on January 10, 1917, made Additional
the Department of Agriculture is tryNEEDED POLISHING
Homestead Entry, No. 027677, for SE
ing to do in aid of the farm popula
& NE Y Section 6, and SW YÍ NW
tion of this country. In order to uo
five
married
She
been
Just
had
W Vt SW i. Section 5. Township 2
the work Intelligently, the depart
high
years.
and
To
mother
her
pos
north, Range 6 east, N. M. P. Meriment needs as full information as
was telling her
school
brother
she
of
homes
dian, has filed notice of intention to
sible as to how the farm
troubles. "He neglects me all the make three year Proof, to establish
the country are equipped for comfort
time," she complained. "I'm just an claim to the land above described, beand convenience.
old
shoe that's all."
fore United States Commissioner, at
Every farmer will be asked
"Well,"
said the brother, "don't Mountainair, Torrance Co., New Mexacres of drained land he has you
know, sis, that a great many old
ico, on the 28 day of November 1919.
and bow many other acres of land
are often made more valuable
shoes
be
could
that
farm
his
on
Claimant names as witnesses:
there are
to their owners by a little polishing?"
they
if
cultivation
for
Saturnino Torres, Luciano Torres,
suitable
made
He looked meaningly at her frowsy
or
Martin
were
Lobato, Julian Torres, all of
appearance.
"They are prouder of
N. M.
Mountainair,
When these questions are asked you,
them, too, then." Indianapolis News.
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register
remember that they are asked every
one of your neighborhood. Possibly
Sandy and Ikey had a dispute at
you have a tract of land that would
front as to which of their races
the
your
be the most productive field on
produced names the most famous In the Probate Court in and for Torhad
surplus
farm if you could get the
rance County, New Mexico:
history.
An odd bet it was. For
in
do
you
can not
water out of it, but
In
the matter of the estate of Stllle T.
great
Sandy
named
each
name
that
drainit because, to be effective, the
Stevens,
history
honored
deceased:
whom
had
a
of
Scot
bego
far
age ditch would have to
FOR PUBLICATION
one
Ikey's
NOTjICE
pull
of
was
to
out
be
farm,
own
your
yond the borders of
is
hereby
given that at a
Notice
hairs, and Ikey was to have the same
would have to be a county enterregular
term
of
privilege.
the said ProbateCourt
prise, and the county has not seen fit
Sandy.
holden
at
ye
Estancia,
begin,"
"Do
the county seat
said
be
it.
If
that
to do anything about
county
of
said
Ikey
pulled.
state, this 16th
and
and
"Moses!" said
true, several of ycr neighbors have
day
1919,
October,
of
Sandy,
David Stevens
"Bobbie
and
said
Burns!"
land that should be drained. If all
the'compllment.
duly
was
appointed
returned
of
administrator
it you tell the census enumerator how
estate
of
Ikey,
pulled
F.
Stille
the
"Abraham!"
Stevens
said
deceasand
many acres you have that need drained. All persons having claims against
again.
age, the Department of Agriculture
"Ouch!
the said estate are hereby notified to
Haig!"
Duggie
San
said
will have the facts to show what is
dy.
file the same with the said adminis
needed in your community. When
And then Ikey grabbed a handful trator for approval and payment withthe opportunity offers, it will be in
of hairs at once. "Joseph and his in the time specified by law. All perposition to do what it may to secure
brethren!" he said, gloiiting abit as sons indebted to the said estate are
for you what you need.
he watched the tears starting from hereby notified to make settlement
Those things are fairly typical of
Sandy's eyes.
with the said administrator.
the questions that will be asked in
'So it's pulling them out in bunch
Given under my hand and the seal
census. In
taking the agriculture
es ye are!" said Sandy. "Ah. well. of the said court, at Estancia, N. M.,
jrder to answer all of the questions
and he reached with both this 16th day of October, 1919.
intelligently, the farmer will have to man"
Ikey's thatch. "The Hiela'nd
hands
for
JULIAN SALAS,
think about the matter a little before
brigade!"
pulled
roared,
he
Clerk
and
of Probate Court
all
calls on him. Tie
the enumerator
the hair his two hands could hold.
ought to give the enumerator the most
accurate information he can. What
Mrs. Murphy had received a cable
Auto repairs see J. C. Williams,
the individual farmer tells the enu- gram
from her son in Indiana saying who has 'em.
merator is likely to benefit that farmthat he would be home shortly. She
er individually, but it is certain to showed
it to her neighbor, Mrs.
benefit any number of other farmers. Casey.
It Is not too early now to get the facts
"Wonderful quick things these tele
straight in your mind. The South- graphs,
ain't they?" said Mrs. Casey.
west riainsman.
"Quick ain't the word for it; the
gum ain't dry yet what's on the

PRESCRIPTION

DRUGGISTS

Mountainair, New Mexico

Box C.
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CAR LOAD OF
GOOD HOGS
FOR SALE

J

ImbodenN.Barn
at Mountainair,
M.
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HERMAN

H. HEISER'S

HARNESS

BEST IN THE WORLD
Finest Line of Harness ever displayed In Mountainair. Come
In and Inspdct
of Work

then,

llames,

If you

s

are ready to buy or not. .All kinds

both all leather and chain traces. Sw them

first

i

Clem Shaffer
Mountainair,

New

Mexico
TT

To the Public:

The high cost of living engages the attention of every one
from the House of Congress to the house of old Dan Tucker
From all sources we hear that we are not likely to see much
lower prices this yar. So it is up to all of us to buy where we
can girt our Money's worth. To buy cheap goods, regardless of
quality, Is not economy Buy the best and you will find It the
Cheapest In the end.

Ormc Mercantile Company

Í

By W. R. ORME.
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Bean Kir ig!
Roles io (Mountainair
NTO-T- he

15 YEARS

AGO

"Moimfaliialr MurnuirliigH" In the
tancia News, October
81,

Es-

190.

"Ma, do cows and bees go to heav

en?"
"Mercy,
child, what a question'
Why?"
" 'Cause if they don't the milk and
honey the preacher said was up there
must be all canned stuff."

The family of John W. Corbett, accompanied by Mrs. J. P. Dunlavy, of
Estancia, saw. the Fair at AlbuquerPurchaser (who is selecting a wed
que and, spent one day at Santa Fe. ding gift) "Yes, I rather like that.
They report a good time in spite of What is the title?"
washouts and delayed trains.
Picture
Dealer" 'The Coming
Storm' would make a splendid wedThe late rains and lateness of frost ding present." Blighty (London).

worked wonders with the grass in
"Can any pupil tell where the Dec
this section and good winter pasture
of Independence was signed?"
laration
is the result. Stock of all kinds is
asked
the
teacher of the history class.
in good condition and the outlook
"Yes'm, I can," called little Johnny
generally is much better than one
Baker.
"It was signed at the hot
year ago.

Saturday, October 25th

mm

DAY

torn."

W. M. Brown will soon have his
"Want a sitnation as an errand boy.
ranch enclosed and will then be in
you?" W ll, can you tell me how
'io
shape to utilize his grass. He already
far
the moon is from the earth, eh?
has a good house and the indications
"Well.
Guv'nor, I don't know; but
are that it will not be long until the
f reckon it ain't c'ose enough to In- population of Mountainair will be inr
creased and Eastvicw will be the 'erfere with me running errands.'-Hgot the JoB.
loser.

It. 0. Locke, chief clerk to J. V
TURKEY RED SEED WHEAT.
Key, engineer in charge of construe
tion on the Cut-of- f,
is now in charge
Turkey Red Seed Whent treated to
of the company property at this place.
kill
smut at $4.50 per hundred sacked.
He has been trying to get out here
Are
you aware that W. F. Martin livinc
ever since, work stopped last year.
between
Mountainair and Estancia raisand he is now afraid with the resump
ed over 35 bushels of turkev red swii
tion of work his vacation will cease.
wheat per acre this year. We boueht
the most of his crop, and will sell at the
The best news in Mountainair Is
above price as lone as the wheat lasts.
the prospects of the immediate reWe can nlso sell rhean wheat fur
sumption of work on the Cut-of- f,
chicken feed, and tbat of course is not
which now seems probable. This will treated to kill smut.
not only mean connection with the
If you W8nt to raise a wheat crop
flowers of California and the grain next season prepare your land carefully
fields of Kansas but it will give work at once, buy the seed and do your best.
at a time when the people need It. Other men have raised Rood wheat in
With the new settlers already com in
this country, and perhaps you can. Our
in, this will mean the rapid develop
Spanish Americans raine it every year.
We will also have flour and bran for
ment o the already famous Estancia
Valley.
sa'e.

telo-jhone- ?"

Hcvlag trouble wi'h y.iur car take
it to 7, illiams, he Is the trouble fixer

Estancia Valley Flour Mills
EiUmcle, New Mexico.

The Compliments of

MOUNTADNADR
Exhibit your Best Beans
In connection with the Exhibit

of the Boys' and Girl's Clubs

Come One
The Eats

-

Come All

are on Mountainair

THE MOUNTAIXAIK INDEPENDENT

URGE SENATE TO

Cry Sales Anywhere
Any Kind of Day

f.

HASTEN PEACE

FARRELL

Leaders in Forty States, Regardless of Party, Sign Ringing
Appeal.

Stock and Genera!

Live

Auctioneer
Phone 66 at my Expense

115

Box

TREATY WITHOUT AMENDMENT

ESTANCIA, N. M.
Say Every Day of Delay Puts World
in Imminent Peril of New

'

War

IHU A. E. HOLLOWAY
L mi its and Stoniarh

.
Female Diseases
Located at Jas. H. Rhoades'
Mountainair, N. M.

MltTON Till F.REIÍ
Al CTIONEEU

The
Live

Mími

Who Oets

Urn

Money

i;nl Farm ?.iarhini-a specialty
Mountainair, New Mexico

Point to National
Unrest.

:

r

"
"5

Xcw York. (Special.) Two hundred and fifty leading Americans, Republicans and Democrats representing
forty different states and every prominent activity, have Joined in n nonpartisan effort to bring alioul; the ratification of the Peace Treaty "without
amendment and without delay." Their
names arc attached lo an address to
the United .States Senate, which was
made public today, through the League
to enforce Peace, a Her It had he-- n sent
to every member of the Senate.
The signers, almost without exception, aru men and women of national
reputation. They include such prominent citizens as
Ta ft,
George XV. Wickersham, Attorney General in the last Republican adminisl ration; A. Lawrence Lowell, president of
Harvard; Charles (.'. Moore of San
i

FRED H. AYERS
ATT02NEY

OHVe llnurs:

Aftf COUNTO

":10 a.

AT WW

ni. to 4:30 p. m.

tstancia, New Mexico

Dr. George H. Buer
Physician and Surgeon
General Practitioner
Monutsinair, New Mexico

R. L. Mitt
Civil

Matters

Willard, N. M.

Citizen's Barber Shop
First Class Service
Under New Management
Laundry Basket Leaves on Tuesdays
S. J. ISENHART,

Proprietor

C. J. Amble

Physician and Surgeon
Office Practice and Consultation. Treating
of Eyes and Fitting of Glasses a specialty

MOUNTAINAIR, N. M.
Office

In

raer of

Drug Store

Channel Cat Fish
Every Friday
Fresh Oyslers
All the time

C. C.

Weitz
CO.

FARMERS TRADING
Groceries, Dry Goods,

Mountainair,

Notions

N. M.

Wo carry in .stock a nice line of

MEN'S HATS
prices that will pay you to investigate before buying your Fall
Hat. We We can please you and
too.
your pocket-book- ,
'it

Farmers Trading Co.
New MwSoe

Mountainair

i,

.

.,

TEST YOUR MILK COWS- find out how much

Association; Cyrus H. K. Curtis, th
r
Philadelphia publisher; President
J. Grant of the Mormon Church,
and Spargo, leader of the Socialists
who supported the war.
The signers declare that every day
of delay in ratifying the treaty puts
the world in "imminent peril of new
war."

Assistant District Attorney
Attend to all

Francisco, president of the Panama

Imposition ; Judge George Gray of Wilmington, Dol. ; President: Samuel Gom-per- s
of the American Federation of
Labor, Harry A. Wheeler of Chicago,
retiring president of the Chamber of
Commerce of the United Slates; Mrs.
Carrie Chapman Catt, president of the
National American Woman Suffrage
He-be-

OfflCE REAR Of DRUG STORE

Will

butter-fa- t

the milk carries. This will
tell you if they are worth
feeding and taking care of
next winter. One test 50c
two for 75c or 3 for one dol- lar, with certified calcula- lions of butter production.
Bring 4 ounce samples on
Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays. O. II. Hector, care of
Ambles Pharmaev,Mountain- air, N. M.

i

tor nearly

five years we hav
been facing such stupendous issue
that the average man and woman in

NECESSITY

Their statement follows:
In the Senate at Washington, now
that the committee on foreign relations has reported the treaty, the lines
are sharply drawn ;between the immediate ratification of the treaty of peace
with Germany, am its, amendment with
n reassembling of tíío conference and
i
reopening of negotiations that
would bring great delay and prolonged
uncertainty in settling the great issues
of tlie peace. No partisan plea can be
made. Party lines are already broken.
Standing at a distance from the
conflict in the Senate chamber, we
plead for immediate ratification without delay.
Our land requires it. A
state of nervous strain, tension and unrest exists manifesting itself in disturbances, which in some cases have
no self evident connect ion with the
war, but; which are, in fact, its aftermath. The world is put in imminent
peril of new wars by the lapse of each
day. Dissensions between us and our
former allies are being sown. We
firmly believe and solemnly declare
that the slates and cities in which we
dwell desire immediate peace.
The waging of war steadied and united the American people. Peace will
bring pr :perity, and prosperity content. Delay in the Senate postponing
ratification in this uncertain period of
neither peace nor war lias resulted in
indecision and doubt, bred strife and
quickened the cupidity of those who
sell the daily necessities of life and
the fears of those whose daily wage no
longer fills the daily market basket.
We beseech the Senate" to give the
land peace and certainly by a ratification which will not keep us longer in
the shadows of possible wars, but give
the whole world the light of peace.
Reserval ions in the nature of clarifications in the meaning of the treaty,
not inconsistent with its terms, will not
require the reopening of the negotiations with Germany and with our associates in the war, which we all and
each united to win.
Put there is no possibility of doubt
that amendment of the treaty, as is
now proposed by the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, would require negotiation and a reopening of
all the questions decided nt Paris.
Months of delay would follow. The
perils of the present would become the
'! adly dangers of the near future. All
the doubt engendered would aid the
plots for violent revolution In this and
titer lands. The Issues here and elsewhere between capital and labor, the
conspiracy of speculator and profiteer,
would nil grow and become more peril- '.US.

This cannot he. The American peo
,de cannot, after a victorious war,
penult Its government to petition Germany, which has accepted the treaty,
for Its consent to changes In the trea-'y- .
Yet if the United Stales should
amend the treaty for lis own purpose
and policy, Germany would have full
Gerright to ask for concessions.
many has agreed to make no claim in
regard to enemy property seized In
his country to an amount of seven
Our recent
hundred million dollars.
foe could ask for a reopening of this
Issue and of the Lusltanla claims. It
could raise every question open before hostilities in regard to submarine

warfare and iho treatment of its nationals In this country. All the provisions for our trade in Germany
raised by the economic clauses of. thf

The (are of IfoorCar

OF A

LEAGUE OF NATIONS

Should Eliminate War' In Ninety.
cur country does not runize the
Nine Out of One Hundred
cf the crisis which is neatly
Cases.
upon us. Will or will not the Senate,
immediately oil its receipt, ratify the
I wish to maintain the proposition
Peace Treaty, which not only Includes
but 3 actually built upon the League that a League of Nations is not only
'
of Nations? Thir, sounds like a desirable but an absolute necessity
' utninlo
rmúcil rrt tint tina nrnirri'fic
and for three reasons, any one of
even the maintenance, of our civil- which would be sufficient to justify
ization depends upon the answer.
that phrase.
By this time it must be evident to
First, it is a necessity for winding
every thinking person that the Coe-nan- t up the war. We must not forget that
of the League of Nations canthis war has unse'.tled almost everynot be torn out of the Peace Treaty; thing; has destroyed nations, and
and it must soon be realized, even by has created new nations on paper,
those whose eyes are temporarily such as Finland, Poland, Czecho sloblinded by political antagonisms, that vakia,
the Ulkraine .and
an attempt to amend the Covenant at the Balkan States and some
this juncture is fraught with danger,
bodies like Armenia, the
since the condition of many countries, Caucasus, and Palestine. Thess small
as a result of hunger and of general states will be even more at the mercy
war upheaval, is so unstable that
of the great states than Belgium was,
olution may break out at almost any if we do not guaranloe in some way
moment if peace between the nations their independence.
is not at once established.
Then there are the great problems
The making now of reservations ia of the landlocked countries, which
dangerous to the establishment of t!m must have an outlet to the sea, and of
League, because if the Piused St:.t--certain international areas, like the
either repudiates or stipuk Us lor Bosphorus, which must be adminis-ore- d
special interpretations of certain artiby a league of nations.
Then
cles of the Covenant, other nations there are the German Colonies, which
will nalurally wish to do the same, need,
for obvious reasons, to he adwith the result that this great Magna
ministered
interne tionally.
Charta may become devitalized and
Finally, as Mr. Taft predicted, this
ineffective, if it can be established at peace treaty '
is as long as the moral
all.
jaw. It will require interpretation,
Surely even, though not perfect, the
require enforcement, for
Covenant represents a wonderful step and It will
of
forward in the life of the world! both of which we ueed a league
nations.
Therefore let us make sure that the
Secondly, we need It in order to
United States does her part by joina recurrence of whit has conavoid
ing the League of Nations at tfce
a veritable curse even in
stituted
To
possible
moment.
this
earliest
end let every man and woman write times of peace, competitive armato our Senators at Washington, urging ments.
competition
International
them to ratify the Peace Treaty inIn
navies
leaves
armies
and
the nacluding the Covenant, without amendtions in the end In substantially the
ments or reservations.
game relative positions as In the beRose Dabney Malcolm Forbes.
Pres. League for Permanent Feac ginning. Yet we must each in
keep up in this race. To EuJune 28, 1819.
rope this will mean economic ruin; to
us, high taxes.
AMERICAN SOVEREIGNTY
There are business men who are
ñghting shy of the. idea of a league
AND MONROE DOCTRINE
of nations with the thought that it is
going to unsettle trade internationally
The Monroe Doctrine, as originally
afraid, perhaps, that the tariff will
Announced, served as a shield, which be disturbed in some way.
But any
the United States held over itself and possible gain that could be had by
over weaker states on the American maintaining the status quo would be
continents as a protection against cancelled many times over by the loss
European interference and European from the taxes enormously high
encroachment. It was and is a which would be required to keep up 5
national policy which protects North our end in this international compeand South America and makes for tition in .armaments. Our own coun- A
peace on these continents.
try, in spite of Its wealth, would be 5
There is real danger now, however, reduced a long way toward poverty.
that the Monroe Doctrine will u This world would be scarcely 'fit to
carried so far and with so high a live in.
hand that the real value of the policy
We have reached the parting of the
will be lost.
ways as to our policy on armaments.
Senator Knox made the following Either we must compete with the rest
amazing statement in his recent of the world, or combine with the
speech in the Senate: "Its (The rest of the world.
Monroe Doctrine) precise character,
The third and most important reathe extent, method and time of its son for a league is to prevent the reapplication, the means of compelling currence of a world war.
Its observance, all are matters of our
A league should eliminate war in
high and uncontrolled will and sov- 99 out of 100 cases, because It afereign prerogative. We, the United
fords another way than war to settle
States, cannot answer to any on the inevitable disputes.
A collective
else in respect to it. We use it when, police force takes the place of nato
as, and
the extent. we need' it tional military forces.
The national
There can be no limitation upon it, pride which so
often leads to war will
except our requirements, our will, and
to keeping treaties.
our force of arms. Whatever security be transferred
longer
No
a
will
nation need to go to
may
we
need within its purview, it
to
its
face"
war
"save
rather than remust give if we ask it."
position; for
an
from
untenable
cede
That sounds like.Trietschke. It is
an announcement of unlimited will, the award of the third party will preFurthermore,
backed by arms, to be exercised as serve its
the United States alone determines whatever disarmament takes place
her own requirements to be. Such will tend to diminish the danger of
war and reduce its scale if it comes.
an immoderate statement of the MonMany people are Indifferent to or
roe Doctrine weakens and does not
strengthen it. It is an extreme scornful of the idea of a league of
statement of the doctrine, calculated nations chiefly because they lack the
to cause trouble and friction on the Imagination to realize the horrible 8
American continents. The Doctrine alternative.
In order ,then ,to wind up this war,
so stated is not unlike the doctrine
which Germany sought to apply to to prevent oppressive taxes in times
of peace, and to prevent future wars,
Europe.
Senator Knox would refuse to sub- we need a League of Nations.
Bnt besides these three reasons,
mit to conciliation any dispute growing out of the application of the which are purely selfish, there is a
reason which outweighs them all. IrMonroe Doctrine, whether such dispute were between the Unitd States respective of our Interests, irrespecand an American state or between tive of the fortunes of any man or
party, we are in honor bound to do
the United States and a
state. On the American conti- this thing. Our boys went abroad, to
nent the arbitrary will of the United make the world "safe for democracy,"
We owe it to
Stales backed by force is to prevail. and to do it forever.
The other nations agree, in the Cov- them that their labors shall not have
enant of the League of Nations, to been in vain. We are talking about
submit to conciliation all
erecting monuments to them memodisputes; that is, those which rial arches, and bridges, and buildgrow out of questions of policy. Ia ings.
Let us first erect a monument
the United States to demand that she which will not only commemorate but
alone be relieved from such obligaperpetuate their work, the monument
tion and on the ground that, when of a League of Nations.
her Interests are involved, her absoIRVINO FISHER,
lute will shall prevail? How does this
Professor Yale University,
differ from the German position íd
Dept. Political Economy.
Europe ?
The fact is that the Monroe Doc- GEORGE WASHINGTON ON
trine now that it ha3 been recognized
ADOPTION OF CONSTITUTION
in the Covenant of. the League of
is adequately protected.
During the years 1787 and 1788,
It is such pronouncements as that George Washington in over 50 differof Senator Knox and not the wise ent letters expressed his hope
that
provision In the Covenant of the the Constitution for a League of thirLeague of Nations which threaten the teen states might be ratified; many
usefulness of the Monroe Doctrine.
of his remarks are extraordinarily apJOSEPH WALKER.
plicable in the present discussion of
of the House, Muss. our ratification of the Covenant for
June 30, 1919.
the League of Nations. "The Constitution that is submitted, is not free
from imperfection, but there are as
Let Your Senators
few radical defects in it as could well
be expected, considering the heteroKnow That You Want
geneous mass of which the ConvenThem to
the tion was composed and the diversity
of interests that are to be attended
Peace Treaty Without
to. As a Constitutional
door is
Reservations or Amend
opened for future amendments' and
alterations, I think it would be wise
merits.
in the People to accept what is offered
to them."
niag-nitu-
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.REATY

WITHOUT RLbERVATIONSi

Satisfaction Guaranteed
Prices Reasonable

Wm.

RATIFY THE

UNLESS

the care of your car
with you it ought

to be entrusted to those who
make good care of cars their
business.
If you haven't the time
we have. If you haven't the
facilities
we have.
Your car will be our car while
left in our care.

a,

Full Service
It
1
or Part Service

nt

rc-v--

We can give you exactly what
full service or part
you want
service
with or without storage. Let us quote you prices.

:

Does your car need cleaning
now? Bring it to us for a trial.
Don't forget our conveniences
for air and water. You need not
buy from us in order to make
use of them.

Prompt Ser vice

--

Certain Satisfaction

cut-thro- at

J. H. Graf fin
Authorized Ford Agent
at Beal's Garage

self-defens- e,

tViounfainair, New Mexico

P. A. Speckmann
U. S. Commissioner

!

self-respec-

t.

Land Filing Papers Acknowledged and Proofs Taken

Na-ior.-

Ratify

at

Legal Rates
.
.
. r
..
f
i
retitions, Applications ana otner instruments urawn at

r

Reasonable Rates

At the Independent Office, Mountainair

Make Tnis Your Bank
Our accomodations, conveniences and cordial personal
attention will make you feel at home with us.
Designated Depository for
THE FEDERAL LAND BANK

State National Bank
Albuquerque, N.

i

a lot and build a home in

S
S

M.

NO HOUSES TO RENT
Buy

Í

of Wichita, Ksnsas

i

le

í
iú

Moun-

tainair. It is not only a good investment, saving rents, but will
increase i n value. Building material
has advanced less proportionately in
price than has any other commodity.
The pricess of lots in Mountainair
have not yet advanced.Gét in on the
ground floor and secure a home.

s

Abo Land Company

INDEPENDENT

THE MOUN'TAIN'AIC
DICKIE SAYS

Mountainalr Independent

f

Piñón Coulee
Published every Thursday by

!

FOLVst.

Mountainalr Printing
Mountainair,

Company Special Correspondence.
Bean threshing is the order of the
New Mexico

P.A.Speckmann, Editor

r

IV

lay again, and if it doesn't rain again
and Mgr. ooh most all beans will le threshed
n a short time.

Terms of Subscription:
$2.00 per year payable in advance
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Labor 'organizations have had the
sympathy of the public in their en
deavor to better living, working and!
wage conditions but these organizations have become drunk on their own
power until today if their slightest
demands are not granted, they do not
iresitate to jeopardize the very safety
of the nation to gain their point. The'
public has seen the danger in the
threatened railroad strike when our
country was at war, it has seen it in
the shipyard strikes during the war
and in countless other strikes to enforce arbitrary demands during the
nation's peril. It has seen the menace growing and has now witnessed
the workmen in the steel industry reject even the president's request that
they withhold action until after the
conference called to assemble inWash
ington early in October to try and establish a basis of conciliation for all
industrial disputes.
The nation as a whole is face to
face with a radical labor autocracy
which threatens to crash and destroy
with as ruthless a hand as did ever
German military autocracy.
If labor unions cannot exist without
denying the right of working, to a
man who does not belong to some particular union, or without demanding
that an employer hire none but certain specified union members, it is
time this class of union were eliminated else they will destroy the very
foundation principles of this government.
If a man can be forced to join a certain union or class organization before an employer is allowed to hire
him, it is only a step farther until he
can be forced to join a dessignated
church or political party as a condition precedent to getting a job.
Ours is a government for all the
people, not for any class or privileged few.
When a handfull of labor dictators
demandi the right to tell a man where
and when he can work and an employ
er whom he may employ, it is time
that honest laboring men as well as
"every othpr citizen with the best interest of his country át heart, expresses' his disapproval of such acts.
The Boston police strike showed
to what length these labor dictators
would go and the public received its
first real taste of what to expect if
such policies go unchecked.
The issue is clean cut in this case.
If the United "States Steel" company
van be forced to hire none but employes of a certain union, it will be
but a short time before every workman in this nation must swear allegiance to some particular organization before he can get a job and his
allegiance to that union, would have
to come before his allegiance to the
union of the United States, as has
l)een clearly proved in the management of the railroad unions, the shipbuilders union, the attempted police
union and numerous others during
ind since the war. Industrial News
Bureau.

Deuson now.

Tomlihson visited at the J.

A,

For Saki: Half section land, 12
miles southeast of Mountainair, near
Piñón schoolhouse. S. A. Owens, R 1
tlox 128, Memphis, Texas.

A.

r
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Clark Wood and George Haney attended the dance at Willard Monday
night and Mr. Haney has been sick
over his trip and too much hard
work.

1-

"
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RANCH FOR PENT
4

4

For rent for the winter, six
section ranch; ranch house, cor- rals, plenty of good water and
grass. Brush and protection. Pre- '
fer to rent for cattle.
Write Iiox J6, Willard, N. M.

;

4
4
4
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Have you
PAINTING, DECORATING

or

SIGN WORK

to do?

DENNIS W. TOTH
formerly of Mountainair, now of fstancia, is here
Get his figures on your work

it

ly

Wanted: To purchase a 2 2
inch Farm Wagon. Call at this
1--

office.

For Sale: (Jood milk cow; algood beau harvester. See Ira
Collins, 5 miles southeast of Moun
tainair.
(

so

For Sale:-Var- ted
Hubbard,
Pike's Peak and Orange Squash;
one cent per pound at patch. Chas

m

::'U!,

,

,

iisé 'Presses and Aprons

Hibler, 8 miles southeast of Mountainair.

There 'isía"reáí treat in store for
you in our ;stoc;lv.of house dresses,
aprons añá ldmbnos. These include

For Sale:-Thalf sections of
land, half mile apart; 12 head of
horses and mules; 15 head ettle.
All kinds of farm implements, 40
acres feed. Ira C. Bruce.
4tp
wo

some very attractive designs
that are really worth while.

values

.

;

For Sale:.") ;senj:er
Or misrht trade. See R.
Mouutaimtir, X.M.

These garments1 will be found in a splendid assortment of "tüe popular materials,
including ginghams, percales, lawns and

acres of good
6 miles northwest of
; all fenced;
well of
good water; some fruit trees now
bearing; 21 acres in cultivation;
house and other improvements. Inquire this of fio?.
For Sale:
farm land,
Moiintai.iair

120

l!)s. AV. 13.

chambrays, and In checks, stripes, figures,
plain colors, etc. Because of a fortunate purchase we are able to offer these at inducements
that warrant quantity purchases by you.
Come in early.

Kye, guaranf'ó.OO per 100

For Sale: Seed
teed strictly clean.

Iloylaud,

3

mihs

4"
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4 4

4
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PRESSING
CLEANING
the II. C. L. by having
that old Suit cleaned and
buving a new one.
save
hicave vour Cleaniiiff
and
Pressing at the Citizens liar- her Shop.
Barney R. Hale,
Mountainair, New Mexico.
I'.ea'l

l1

1

at Bargain Prices

City Store Quality

of Mountainair.
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Our New Boifdsrsg

Jersey

yearling heifer calf, has point of one
horn broken. No brands. Will pay reward for return to S. W. Portón, one
The Old Settler is already predicting a hard, cold winter and is using mile southwest of town.
the same antique brand of infallible
For Sale: Some good milkcows
siiiis. The birds are migrating in
larger flocks and earlier than usua. and younger stock. Reasonable.
and musk rats have provide See II. C. StauflVr, southwest of
larger caches and substantian and Mountainair.
quarters;
winter
w:il protected
Strayed:! mare mule, 8 years
springs usually dry at this season
old,
branded steeple bar on riiht
have begun to flow; mountain grouse
fillyyvyith
shoulder;
one
have takm up their abode on the
halter,
no
a re
brands.
Will
pay
highest peaks; deer have benched
ward
of
$25.00
of
for
return
same.
for their winter
and arc headed
I). E. gtewart.
range; coyotes are entertaining the
jinoon and stars with nightly sere- "ades and incidentally making the
PARIS SHOE STORE
tired ranch hand, who in trying to
107 N. First
jilocp, cuss w bine streak. The old
New Mexico
strawberry roan cow that fias formed
Electric Shoe Repair 3hop
tin habit of camping in a neighbor's
Out of town business solicited.
ihuy stack Is again at her depredations Send your shoes by Parcel Post,
an Infallible sign that her paunch
id we jruarantoc the work.
Ihas taken on the contraction incident
P. Matteucci, Proprietor
to cold weather and winter; a hog
recently butch. red had an unusually
REWARD!
large melt, gizzard, or whatever it i
with which they control the weather.
I will pay $10.00 reward for
Old Ruben Pumpkinvills's rht'uma- - evidence that will convict anyone
ticks is sending him to California, a breaking windows or defacing or
sure indication that winter will ge. lestroying any property in my
'here before the new year. A corn on charge.
li. L. SIIAW. '
the southwest quarter section of tha
Figure with the Willard Merold sutler's foot is malting i)s prei-nc- e
known and just the other day he cantile Co., before buving any
noticed that a mountain rat had lined Farm Implement, Wagon, Wind
Its nest with feathers; all and every mill or Gasoline Engine.
one of which signs is distinctly reinem
be red as occurring in the fall
fev-- ,
Dr. J. E. KRAFT
enty something, the following winter
Dentist
being so blamed cold that the atir.o.;-- I
1,
2,
Rooms
3,
d
was
solid
a4Md
pliere froze
he
Barnett Building, Alto bore lióles in it to.g.t buquerque, N. M. (over B Theatre.)
breathing space. Field uuU Fafiu,
Appointments ma4 by mail or phone.

4 4 4
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We.arc now in our new buildiiig across
old
Over

1k;;í;oi, ami will be

before. We will lune

tiie street from our

prepared

k-tt- cr

1

serve you than

(0

complete line of Fresli Jroct

belli stai'le and fancy, mid will make the prices as

with

Í

ite

niarlict.

(luce, hiiíler, eggs,
see us

lw

liemcmhcr wc liandle Farm!

chfckriis,

vegetables, etc.

;

:

ls,

s

r's I'ro.

Come in and

town.

Sien in

t
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Mountainair
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WOMACK, Proprietor
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coni-ipelle-

Special low Estimates on inside work to be done later

:r

i

Mul-11n- s,

WHY I

-

4,

:
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Hercules EnFor Sale: A
2
weeks. Uses
gine, new, not run over
either gasoline or kerosene. Have
no use for same so will sell at factory price less freight. T. F.
12 miles north of Mountainair.

Tell-a-phon- e.

The nearest we CDme lo h:u p'ness
is when we think we afe happy.

'

.;.!'iü!i.:

art'-ficial-

Keep pigging away, and there are
bound to In; interesting results.

Mountainair Produce Company

exchange seed
See
Dr. O. II. Bucr.
rve for wheat.

bat-lefiel-

He is truly a shiftless man who is
too lazy lo shift for himself.

4

Wanted: To

Why is there a black sheep in every
J. D. and W. M. Hopkins are helping with the bean thresher at Mr. Deu flock? B.cause sh ep, in their ear.iy
domesticated condition, were brown
son's this week.
or dirty black, and because Nature
Mr. and Mrs. S. B. Hibdon have iceasiontilly "harks back" or reverts
purchased a new Sharpless Creaulj to early type in n arly all species.
Why are cockroaches particularly
Separator.
common in seaports?
Because they
coming
to us from
there,
settled
Irst
Isn't it queer we have had lots of
by
way
vant.
L
India,
of
the
frost but it hasn't killed the green
Why does a red flag infuriate a
volunteer beans yet? Maybe people
jull?
Because according to one
will make a winter crop.
theory, the animal "sees r?d," The
Miss Pearl Hopkins visited at the condition which occurs naturally, in
certain circumstances (as on the
Deuson home Sunday.
in man, rendering him
to danger, is produced
Mrs. Geo. Fuchs visited the Hilie-'lom- e
in the bu '., with like results.
Sunday.
Why does a dog turn round ' and
Because
Mr. Sam Hibdon is building himself round before lying down?
the wild dog,
the animal's iruet-tora. new barn.
made its bed by forming a hollow in
Well there is nothing to grumble the leaves and brushes.
Why has the canuM got a hump?
lout in our neighborhood at present
in its natural state it need?
Because
for people will soon be through with
an
"emergency
ration." If deprived of
their threshing and they are going to
food
for
day, its falls bac'.t
several
lock their troubles in a box, throw
on
of
ovn hump, which
its
the
fat
away the key and sit on the lid and
disappears
gradually
before the
then
iinile.
limts are perceptibly reduced. That
it carries a reserve of wafr in it
stomach is well known.
THE I'SKFl'L LEMON
Why is the underpart of a rabbit'.-tai- l
whi!? Because the appendage
For hoarseiuss there is nothing to
equal th-- juice of an ordinary luirh has on occasion to serve as a danger
sweetened with sugar candy, or mixed signal. Violently agita'yd as it is oi
the approach of danger, it C3n be reen
vith an equal quantity of honey.
The juice of half a lemon in ha'f a oy other rabbits even at dusk, whereglass of water taken before breakfast as it might be wholly invisible if the
'color of the tail was unifoim with
will brighten l.o'.h eyes and c:mpl
that of the body.
i
Why has a cat got whskers?
Two or three slices of lemon i a
otherwise and this applies to
cup of strong, freshly made tea (:o
We
wtioie
oi tne tenue lamiiy. incnui- milk) will nffm, pntiiv
tigers -- its eyes would
and
lions
jing
vous headache.
A little lemon applied to an in ec lose sight of prey, such "as birds or
' ite
or sling will give instant relief. 'mice, through fatigue arising from
Experiments prove
Sal and l inon juice will remov concentration.
of the'r whiskers
deprived
cats
'that
stains from white washing materiflnone
at all.
mice,
or
few
rtch
Water made slightly acid with leu;- on juice is the very best mouth wash
possible; and mixed with rosewater- -J
FORETELLING THE WE AT II Kit
one part lemon to three of rosewater
is splendid for the skin.

4.

and Hector.

For Sale:
ton; also alfalfa by the ton. See
Cesáreo Garcia, Manzano, N M.

-

'

Mrs. Tomlinson is suffering with a
severe cold this week.

4.

Try our Egg Producer, Recommended by Dra. Ever

Oats by the bundle or

IN OUR

v.':

4, .j.

Cash for good Second Hand Bags.

tp

1

4. 4.

1--

3-- tp

John Harkey worked for Sam 1 ib- Mr. Hibdon had
don the past week
John gathering pumpkins.

$

Ask Your Grocer for Wolfs Premium Flour and Meal
Rye Flour Goes at
1. per sack
Wc also have mixed feed for Chickens.
Oyster Shells
.03 2 per pound

For Sak: Few Black Laugshang
Cockerels. See Mrs. W. B. Williams,
Mountainair; X. M.
v

Deuson home Monday.
George Fox and wife are stacking
beans this week.

4.

We have Plenty of Home Grown Seed.

10-23- -tf

Don't try to sail on th3 sea of maj- rimony until you have raised the wind

Editor Speeliuiann of the Mountainair (New Mexico) Independent, announces the fourth anniversary of his
youngster in last week's issue and
takes occasion to say that it is a
healthy one. That fact is readily
seen. Speckmann takes great pride
In the typographical appearance of his
street as well as the material printed
and we have yet to see a copy of the
Independent that was poorly printed.
(Amarillo,
Southwest Plainsman.
Texas.)

YOl'K RYE EARLY

Young Jersey Cow, Ru-fu- s
Bed Doe, Flemish Giant Doe, Bantams, and a fine Baby Carriage. See
Dr. G. H. Buer.

post-oQic-

GOING TOO STKOXU

4

For Sale:

br

. Mrs.

FOR EARLY FALL PASTURE SOW

w

Clark Wood are

Entered as second class matter
Mrs. Sam Hibdon is assisting Mr.
e
13, 1916, at the
at
Deuson with her cooking for th:
Mountainair, N. M., under the Act of
thresher hands.
March 3, 1879.
Oc-to-

GT

3ECOX

PCEME

V

For Sale: Fine Victrola with recoil stove;
ords, brand new;
new coal heater and few other things
T. E. Uodgers, Mountainair.

mm
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Geo. Hanly and

I

LOCALEFTES

When You

mum
mm
ítt

Want a Good

Tool, buy
Piñón Hardware

WE HAVE

&

THE

til

Furniture Co. Mountameir,

N. M.

THE INDEPENDENT
$2.00

per"

year

worth the price

THE MOUNT AINAIR INDEPENDENT
rER FROM W. D. GABBISOX
Judge W. D. Garrison has sent us
the following letter regarding his
trip to Oklahoma and Arkansas, which
will be of Interest to his old neighbors

Pifión Locals

East Mesa

Special Correspondence.
Special Correspondence.
here:
Threshing in this community Is the
The threshermoved to Mr. Deuson's
Tar Kiln, Arkansas, Oct. 12,1919
jrder of the day.
Sunday.
To my Friends and Readers of the Independent:
Mrs. Ernest Davigwas shopping in
threshing at
Mr. Golden finished
According to my promise I write
town Monday.
Thomas' one day last week.
you. I am welland hope all are the
same. After leaving Mountainair,
Sunday School is progressing nice- first I stopped at Kusa, Oklahoma,
Miss Hazel Egger was absent from
ly. Attendance Sunday was good.
Bchool Friday afternoon.
where I found my youngest son, R. M.
Garrison and family. He was not
Mrs. A. G. Davis spent a few days well but able to
Mrs. Leigh Jenkins spent the weekbe at work. After
end with home folks north of town.
at the home of Mrs. Perkins the first seeing the sights there of a smelter
of last week andattended the meet- and visiting
them a few days, I proMrs. Philip Autrey was a visitor ing in Mountainair.
ceeded on to Vian, Oklahoma, where
at her mother's, Mrs. Egger's.
I was met by my brother-in-lap.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Nance arrived H. Mosa,
spending the night with him.
Monday afternoon from Marlow.Okla-homI went six miles south to visit my
Mr. Jenkins was In our community
and are visiting their son, oldest son, E. D. Garrison and family,
Friday. He stopped In at Mr. Walter Horace Nance and family.
and found them well and in good
rhomas' 'on his way home..
spirits. He had his corn gathered
4
It was announced at Sunday School, making about 450 bushels off of 8
Master Earl Phillips and sister Sunday that Rev. Perkins would
acres. He had also gathered and sold
(dysfay were not able to attend school preach at the Schoolhouse next Sunabout 4000 pounds of cotton, thinking
d
part of last week. They were
day October 28. Everyone is cordialwould make 30 bales off of 30
he
recently.
ly invited to attend.
acres. He sold for 12 4 cents per
pound In the seed. After a few days
We hare been having some dense
On account of busy times threshing
with him I proceeded 8 miles north of
fogs In these hills. They resemble the Miss Tillo Richardson thought it
Vian an the Black Gum mountain to
s
very much. Are so dense
to postpone the program and
my
Mrs. Briges
visit
one can't see any distance. They are Box supper which was to be held FriHere
children.
several
her
and
of
very beautiful when the sun shines day evening, Ocjpber 24, having de
crops,
of
I
lots
reasonable
found
through.
cided a more appropriate time setting
and reasonable health. Leaving
fruit
the date for Saturday evening Novem
there I wound around, finding myself
'Received Too Late for Last Wek) ber 8.
Sunday,
the 5th, about noon at Berry-vlll- e
In
Cuss Phillips is assisting T. Taul
In Carroll County, Arkansas, the
hauling lumber.
place for which I started.
On Monday morning I was met by
attended
Miss
Wilene Thomas
one ot my nephews and a neighbor
school last week.
Estancia
and we started about 15 miles south,
arriving here about 3 p. m. where I
Thomas Taul is helping his father
my sister and family, whom I had
met
haul boxing boards.
d
From
not seen for about 57 years. After
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. O. L. Market, resting and visiting several days and
There was frost Tuesday night, It
on October 5th, a IVi pound girl. seeing the country, I took a squirrel
did very little damage.
Everybody getting along fine.
hunt ion Friday with several others.
We killed eight In a little while and
The cabbages are all gathered and
The big bean warehouse of the lo- running' out of ammunition, came in.
put down for winter use.
cal association is now finished, or so On Sunday I went with my brother
Mrs. Jno. Woods was a visitor at nearly finished that the installation and family about three miles to
the S. B. Hibden home one day last of machinery and the storing of beans church, where we found a pretty good
may begin.
week.
congregation and heard a fine sermon
by "a Methodist brother. We went to
School is progressing nicely under
The first tew days of the past week Dry Fork, where it had been announ
were wet and cloudy, but without ced that we would start a meeting.
the management of Miss Leigh
heavy rain. The latter part has been We found a good congregation and
mostly clear. The first general frost fine interest for the first night, with
Miss Hazel Egger and nephewThurl was last Thursday night.
good prospects for a good meeting.
riding
Autrey were out burro-bac- k
At the close of the meeting I expect
last Tuesday afternoon.
Ben Daugherty
is home one of to go back to Vian, Oklahoma to see
the last of our soldier boys to bet about closing a deal there for a place
A nice rain fell Tuesday evening. back. Ivan Cannon should be home
or on to Conway, Arkansas to visit
Nothing doing in the way of bean by this time, but we have not seen my son and old home folks and attend
threshing on the Mesa.
him. Perhaps it is so good for him to some business. If I don't make a
to be at home that he is sticking deal for a place I expect to return to
L. Taul Is hauling lumber preparaclose.
Mountainair about Christmas.
tory of building a fine residence on
Will say no deal here in north Ar
his farm near the East Mesa school
Mr. Bixler, manager of the Moun- kansas for me. That which is not
aouse.
tainair house of the Trinidad Bean & rough Is too high. I don't like here
Elevator Co., was here the first of the a little bit. Fine water, but too many
No danger of starvation knocking week and appointed Will Shaw local
rocks and hills.
at the doors this winter, all these buyer for that company. They have
Wishing all happiness and success,
vegetables added to our canned and rented the Farmers and Stockmens I
will close.
Iried vegetables make fine eating for Equity Exchange warehouse, and
W. D. GARRISON.
every one,
bought the cleaner now in that building from the local association of the
Mr. Parker spent the week with his State Bean Growers Association.They
AMERICA'S UNIQUE PUBLICATION
son, Carl Parker. Mr. Parker says have ordered an engine from Denver,
he had rather farm In New Mexico and soon will be ready to clean and
The Youth's Companion prints week
than in California, as he recently re- ship beans. The bean game is getweek the best of enerything that
after
turned from there.
if
one,
lively
a
ting to be
the
and
growers do not get a good price it is worth while and for every age. No
other source will give your family
Our Route Carrier, Mr. Fields was will not be for lack of buyers.
We,
what The Companion furnishes, or so
out all three mail days last week.
his
appreciate
much for the price less than 5 cents
Mes people certainly
'' ' '
was
little
a
a week.
coming, too. Mr. Fields
The Companion creates an atmosbit late on Friday. But he came Just
worry!
why
phere
So
of loyalty to the family and to
Willard
the same.
country,
of unselfishness and high
the
Most everyone has hauled In their
purpose. It Inspires, It suggests, but
pumpkins, and such a variety as was
always entertains.
It makes actual,
raised In one patch. They are an odd From Willard Record
normal life fascinating,
and never
D. C. Howell is attending Federal panders to the trashy or worthless or
mixture to be sure. Such different
worse.
iies and all colors. They certainly Court in Albuquerque this week.
make a pretty picture, all piled
No family should miss the pleasure
1000
G. B. Salas has contracted
of reading the delightful serial stories
lambs from Victor Lueras and Tonle by Elsie'Slngmaster, Cept. Theodore
Salazar.
SaturSaturday
and
Good rain fell
G. Roberts, and others, to be publishday night. Some hall. We also had
ed during the next year. If you subAt a meeting of the city council scribe at once you will receive all the
hall and rain Sunday. These rains
are doing much daiVge to the beans. Monday night I. W. Burt was appoln extras mentioned in the following of
Rut we have this consolation -- they ted city marshall.
fer:
are making a splendid bottom season
New subscribers for 1920 will
Sheriff Baca returned Monday from
for next year's crop.So cheer up folks,
remember we aren't the only people Wichita Falls, Texas, where he went
1. The Youth's Companion 52 Is
that are living In a land of rain. Let- after a prisoner,
sues in 1920.
ters from all parts of Texas tell us
2. All remaining
weekly 1919 Is
E. B. Lovelace and Charley Meyer sues.
about rainy condition damaging feed
so that It was all wasted In certain left Sunday night with a shipment of
3. The Companion Home Calendar
parts of the state and cotton la ter- cattle for Oklahoma City.
for 1920.
ribly stained so market prices aren't
All the aJove for $2.50.
R. F. Foster has taken the job of
so good us formerly.
4. McCall's Magazine for 1920, $1.00
OICUR Right running the bigy tractor for the state the monthly fashion authority.Both
on the
road.
publications for only $2.95.
Gasoline, accessories and auto parts
THE YOUTH'S COMPANION
at Williams' Garage.
Ave. & St. Paul St.,
Commonwealth
I0 YOU WANT HOLSTEINS1
Boston, Mass.
County Ageut Hamilton and Seth New Subscriptions Received at this
Two women who had not seen each
Office.
unexpectedWilliams of Estancia will leave the
other for many years met
ly in the street.
latter part of next week for Salt River
n
"How do you do?" exclaimed one Valley, Arizona, for two cars of
BOX SUPPER AM) PROGRAM!
incows
effusively.
and heifers. Anyone
the
said
delightful!"
in
is
terested
getting one or more should
"Now this
other, who was the elder. "You communicate with CountyAgent HamA Box Supper and Program will be
haven't Been me for eleven years, and ilton not later than Wednesday, Oc- given at the Piñón Schoolhouse on
yet you knew me at once! I cannot tober 29th.
Friday night, November 8, the pro
have changed so dreadfully in all that
ceeds to he used for the school. Every
time. It flatters me!"
Tell your troubles to the polic- one is invited to come and enjoy the
"Oh, I recognized the hal" paid the emanunless they be auto trouble, evening. TJ? oure to. bring your
first.
then see Jason.
boxes.

Beautiful Bed Rooms

a,

The Bed Room more than any other place
in the home ia the room where the tasteful
housewife loves delicacy and harmony. Fixall

secures these effects at surprisingly small
cost makes pennies give dollars' worth of results in beautifying and fixing up your home.
You need not have had experience with Fixall
to secure pleasing effects. Results are always
gratifying, because Fixall 3 ready for use
when you open the can. Unlike paint, it requires no mixing, never needs thinning, and
dries to a smooth finish over night

vaccl-.íate-

1--

Come to our store and let us show you in actual
colors what Fixall can do how light wood
may be made to look like the most expensive
mahogany how scratched, dulled and marred
beds, dressers, tables and chairs are made to
look like new what to do to floors and woodwork to make them hold their polish and to
prevent wear. Fixall is the finish for surfaces
exposed to water or the elements. It will not
"print" in warm weather or "crack" in cold.
Fixall enables you to beautify your home a
you wish, and at moderate cost.

xmst-fog-

slBter-ln-la-

PINON

Hol-stei-
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FURNITURE
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Having purchased the Mountainair Garage, i
t
we are putting in a full line of Supplies and Accesso- - t

Your Service

News-Heral-

Willard-Morlart-

HARDWARE

I ries, and witl be in a position to give prompt and

satisfactory Service. AjfOur Repair work will be ful- ly guaranteed, with competent mechanics in charge, t
t fljlf yon are having Car Trouble of any kind, let us
help you. That's what we're here for.

j.
Williams
At the old Mountainair Garage
ÍD,

(LMQC i2

will sell at Public Auction at the R. Sellers farm
six miles southeast of Mountainair, New Mexico, on
I

RSDAY.

ON

30,

199

the following Livestock, Feed and Farm Implements:
22
3
6
4

head of Horses.
Cows with calves by side
head of Mules
good Milch Cows

1

Bean Harvester

1

set Good Leather Harness

2

sets Chain Harness

2

Good Saddles
Cross-c-

i

1

old Cow, coming fresh

I

6

old Heifers

About 10 ton Oats in stack
About 200 shocks Corn

yearling Steer
17 Leghorn Hens
2 good Farm Wagons
1 New Moline Riding Cultivator
1
Avery Cultivator
2
Harrows one good as new
1
Walking Plow
1
Plow
1 McCormlck
Mowing Machine
1

th

11-in-

12-in- ch

ut

Saw

About 5 shocks Cane
Rick of Beanhulls
1 Cook stove
1 Sewing Machine.
.

Cadillac Touring Caras good as new
Dther things too numerous to mention

1

Terms of Sale: 2 months time will be given on
all sums above ten dollars with bankable note to draw
0 per cent, interest from date. 8 per cent, discount
for cash.
Lunch on the ground.
1

1

John Gaeb, Owner
C. E. Bigelow, Clerk

Wallace & Sellers,
Auctioneers

THE MOUNTAINAIR INDEPENDENT

t
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McWhirter left Monday morning for the hills in search of a deer.
G. T.

Shaw is again able to be out

H. L.

I

Why Pay More?

and Jocal

ffiersoña

quarantine

for small pox.

Z
The. Btork .visited .the home of Will
Leo Striegel is now driving around
Z McNath
on Friday, the in a Dodge
north of
His thousand
Z 17th, leaving a fine baby boy.
sacks of leans explains the matter.

WE ARE TODAY SELLING GROCERIES CHEAP-

f

i
í

WHEN
ER THAN AT ANY TIME SINCE OPENING THE STORE
HERE, WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY, FIGURES SPEAK
LOUDER THAN WORDS. LET US GIVE YOU OUR PRICES
ON EVERYTHING THE NEXT TIME YOU ARE IN TOWN,
WE DON'T OFFER AS A LEADER ANY ONE ARTICLE-B- UT

WE WILL

SELL YOU MERCHANDISE

IF DOLLARS AND CENTS APPEAL

í

Ex.
I Farmers X Stockmens Equity
PAY CASH AND PAY LESS

MOUNTAINAIR

MORIARTY

t

t
t

j.

$6.00 per 00 lbs.
1

We have just unloaded a car of High Patent Diamond M
Flour. This Flour is so well known here that we do not have
to tell of its quality, but if you have been using some other
brand of Flour let us sell you a sack with the strongest possible guarantee viz. take a sack of this Flour and use part of
n.nrl vonr
it. nnrl if vnn nr Tint,- nleasprl with
...... it. return the rest
i
j
j
i
money will be cheerfully refunded.
We are making a leader of

!

I Diamond M Flour, $6.00 per
!

You cannotafford

1

00

not to Buy Flour

t at this price

4

EASY MONEY
A discharged soldier with his young
wife recently went on a shopping tour
very tired
in Washington.
and not having milch inteiest in walk-iu- g
the aisles of a department store,
sat himself down in the lobby and
. ., ..,..
.: f
. ; .
...M uuiiNfu, ,ill's
wue
io mil nine ....411
uiini
her return. Soon he was fast asleep.
In a reclining position, with his hat
.in his hand, he was enjoying a quiet
nap. "VVlu'ii his wife returned she was
shockingly surprised to see a dollar
and a half in her husband's hat.

FOK SALE

V

f

i
i

480 acres, 2 miles north and 2
east of Mountainair. Good well
and
Windmill. Fair improve
ments. All ft need and cross
A hergain
fenced.
if sold this
-

week.

Chillicoth",

Mo.

Willard Mercantile Co.

M.

McEACHERN.

"The Store that Leads the Way."

MOUNTAINAIR

Philip

A.

Speckmann

WILLARD

NOTARY PUBLIC

v:

Member Federal Reserve System

;'K'vvvvvvv

:::
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a Dort and

V
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We are installing a liean cleaner in Estancia and will be ready
to clean your Beans there as soon as a Gas Engine arrives from Den-ive- i,
which ..hould be in a very short lime. In the mean time, W. H.
Shaw, who will have charge of the Estancia plant, will buy your Beans
on test. We have plenty of sacks to loan to farmers to use in hauling

teacner, conducting a class, was
suddenly interrupted by the entrance
of an overly-rip- e
peach. The peach
entered by way of an open window
and spread itself upon the teacher's

their Beans to our Elevators. You don't place your self under any obligation to us, whatever, by using our sacks. If for any reason you
wish to sell to some one else, we only ask you to return our sacks.
Those not caring to. sell on the present market will find our storage
proposition actractive. It is better to have your Beans in our ware
house cleaned, sacked and ready for sale any day than'to have them at
home when the roads are impassable and the price acceptable to you.
Sell your Beans to the Trinidad Bean & Elevator Co. where they do
an exclusive Bean Business and where you can .always find a market
for your Product. See us before selling.

f
f
f
f

small urchin asked at a drugstore
for a "ten cent Bluffer for a Ra' y."
'A passifier filled the bill.
A

ílie

f

Willard, N. M.
We have installed a No. 2 Delco Lighting plant and are
equipped to charge and repair storage batteries.
Our mechanics are experienced and are capable of tak- ing care of all your troubles especially electrical.
See our line of second hand cars.
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The scasuu
II may be your last thaucc.
year
October
beginning
only
days
15
this
lasts
20. It may be closed entirely another year. So
get your license, and then get one of my cards,
which gives you information about, skinning for
mounting.

JACK DAVIS

"Oh

Expert Taxidermist

f

i

'

Mr. K. Sellers, having accepted the superintendency of
the local plant of the Trinidad liean & Elevator Co., I
will continue the lieal Estate business alone. If you
want to sell your lands, list with me. 11' looking for a
home, come and let me tell you what I have. My motto
will continue to he
"A Square Deal for Everybody."

in the matter of the estate of
Frank Imbodeu, deceased :
Notice for Publication
v
Notice is hereby given that at
a regula r terni of tjic said Probate
Court liolden at Estanc.'iK,
tin
county seat of sakl coiinty and
state, this 2 day of September, .V:::-4:ml), F. Q. Imboden, was duly appointed administrator of the es- tate of the said Frank Imboden,
deceased. All persons having
claims against the said estate are
hereby notified to file the same
with the said administrator for
approval and payment within the
time specified by law. All persons
indebted to the said estate are
hereby notified to make settleIKLTED
ment with the said administra'
,
tor.
Given under my hand and the
seal of the said court, at Estancia,
N. M., this 2 day of September,

L. SI

(Seal)
C

Rlt.J

tz
z
z
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fflfiNf
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DEPOSITARY-CAPITA-
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'

Julian Salan,
Clerk of Probate Court

z

I
Í
i

Office, across from the Hank
Mountainair, N. M.

f

191Í).

Mountainair, N. M.

'

t

1

Albuquerque.NM
AND SURPLUS

$600,000.00

The Strongest Bank in New Mexico

CV-- .

4

!
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Have that head mounted.
It will also look
nice and will be a pleasant reminder of the day
you got him.

z

-

j

Deer Hunting

z
z

--

IVobalci (Toiirt in ami l'ur
ToiTiiiico County, New Jloxico.

-

Iridaij

Tinted Stales Food Administration License No. J 07471
J. C. BIXLER, Manager. R. SELLERS, Superintendent
MOUNTAINAIR, NEW MEXICO
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During a lesson on the animal king-- ,
iom the teacher asked if anyone cou'd
?ive an example of an animal of ths
'arder of edentata that is, which is
without teeth.
"I can," replied Tommy, his fac?
learning with the pleasure of assured

!

z

v

MICKIE SAYS

Garage

t

:

water his little friend sa'd:
"Johnnie, you're pretty dirty!"
"Yes," replied Johnnie, "I missed
the train last year."

City Lady (down on the farm)
what cute little cowlets-.Farmer "Pardon mcMadam,-thosare Bullets."

You will Like it

:::::::::::::::

eao Growers

?

At the Independent Office

Mountainair, N. M.

t
i

f.

f

Once a year the newsboys of I.on-.lo- n
are given an outing some place
)n the Thames River wh-:rthey enn
swim to their heart's content.
As
one little boy was getting into the

teach-Ier-

f
t
Í
f

t

i

"Grandpa!" he shouted.

Abo

t

1

knowledge.
"Well, what is it?" asked the

YOU

YOU SHOULD START AN ACCOUNT NOW

::::::;:::::

Tin-fo- il

.

Deeds, Mortgages and Bills
of Sale Properly Drawn
and Acknowledged

'4

Capital and Surplus $35,000
$

($4lÍ'i'4B4l!a'fliaÍat!'Í''f'.'Í

tions.

SELL, AND WHEN

MOUNTAINAIR STATE BANK

head.
The teacher rushed out and caught
V
two guilty-lookin- g
small boys.
z I WANT YOl'K NI'KSCKll'TIONS
"Did you throw thai?" he demanded
f the first one.
I am again agent for the Curtis
The answer was an emphatic "No."
Publishing Company, and will appre"Do you know who threw
that

Let me save you the
trouble of sending in your subscrip- -

ENCINO

4

A sheet of paper with only one side
might well head a list of obvious im
possibilities. Yet mathematicians of.
late have been studying an arrangement which, from the scientific standpoint at least, is just that. The de- monstration is simply a strip of paper
given a half twist and then joined at
the ends into a ring. Such a ring
has no definite inner and outer surfaces; they are both the same. A
pencil mark started at any point and
proceeding circumferentially back to
its starting place will appear on all
coatings applh d
its surfaces.
will not nvake the ring an electric)
condenser, since it can have but one
polarity. Cutting the ring along a
center line produces not two new
rings, but only one, twice the circum- ference. Popular Mechanics

A

J. AUSTIN.
Commercial Hotel. Mountainair
Home Address: 1002 Vine Street,
L.

YOU

BUY AND INVEST IN MORE, GIVE CHECKS.

Home Journal.

$
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CEEDS OF EVERYTHING

.

i

EVERY

MEMBER OF EVERY CLUB
HAVE A BANK ACCOUNT,, AND DEPOSIT THE PRO-

I

Z

t

GLAD TO HAVE

ciate taking your subscriptions for peach?" he asked.
car of 10 oz. Bean Bags this week.
Buy the heavy bags so that your beans can be shipped in the z the Saturday Evening Post. The
"No, sir, I don't," was the replv.
z Country Gentleman and The Ladies 'but I told
same bags then you do not have to buy them twice.
him not to do it."
A

fV

z

C. P. Chappell
and Win. Forgier
joined the hunters the first of the
week and hope to bring back the veni- OBJKCT WITH ONLY ONE SLOE
IS MATHEMATICAL NOVELTY
son when they return.

J. A. Rogers of the Round Mound
community in speaking of the beans
in his vicinity, says that all have
threshed (xcepl the three best looking young men in the vicinity, viz.
Ilodgin, Parks and Rogers. That the
beans are making from al out 500 to
ftOO pounds per acre.
T

Flour

M

GIRL WINNING A FIRST PRIZE
IN
AT THE FAIR
MOUNTAINAIR, WE WILL OPEN AN
ACCOUNT IN THEIR NAME FOR $1.00 AND GIVE THEM
A NEAT PASS BOOK.
THIS WILL BE A START, AND WE WOULD BE VERY

Lucy.

1

Diamond

'i
TO EVERY HOY Oil

Miss Alma Webb was over from
Schwartz brought in several
heads of fine cauliflower from his Lucy last week to spend "the weekfarm north of Mountainair, the first end with her sister, Miss Mildred
Webb. Miss Alma is teaching at
of the week..
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YV.

C. A.
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CLUB-FADE-

t

Toth, the painter, is doing
County Agent Hamilton came over
on
work
of the new buildings from Estancia yesterday evening and
several
Z
and expects to be busy for several ljs looking after business matters here
months.
today.
D.

CHEAPER.

TO YOU TRY

t.

!

V

z

z

ESTANCIA

t
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Miss Katherine Garvin of Estancia
week-en- d
in Mountainair,
guests
of friends here.
the

run-abou-

oys and

"

J. H. Griffin has been oh the sick
list this week.

after having been kept at home by spent the

i

Í

!

Solicits your Business

